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FINANCIAL MARKETS AT A GLANCE 
 

 
Currency Exchange1 Current Previous 
USD/PHP 54.6750 54.7100 
USD/JPY 131.3500 131.8500 
USD/CNY 6.8770 6.8867 
EUR/USD 1.0722 1.0670 
GBP/USD 1.2279 1.2220 

 
PHP BVAL 

Reference Rates2 Current Previous 

30-Day 4.7190 4.6919 
91-Day 4.9236 4.8621 
180-Day 5.5713 5.4456 
1-Year 5.8073 5.8008 
3-Year 5.9078 5.9157 
5-Year 5.9916 5.9891 
10-Year 6.1823 6.2274 

 

 
Domestic Stock Index3 Current Previous 

PSEi 6,451.02 6,469.72 
Trade Value (Php B) 5.632 8.503 

 

Stock Index4 Current Previous 

NIKKEI 225 26,945.67 27,333.79 
FTSE 100  7,403.85 7,335.40 
DOW JONES 32,244.58 31,861.98 
S&P 500 3,951.57 3,916.64 
NASDAQ 11,675.54 11,630.51 

 
Various5/6 Current Previous 

Brent Crude (USD/bbl) 73.90 72.97 
3-M US Treasury Yield 4.81% 4.52% 
5-Y US Treasury Yield 3.56% 3.44% 
10-Y US Treasury Yield 3.47% 3.39% 

 
 

 

 

PHILIPPINES 

  
 

 
ü Market seen holding support at 6,400. Risk-off sentiment turned off investors last week and turned out to be bad for the Philippine stock 

market. The benchmark Philippine Stock Exchange index (PSEi) fell by 120 points to 6,469, down 1.82 percent, week-on-week. Average 
value turnover jumped to P11.69 billion while average net foreign selling widened to P5.5 billion, versus P8.7 million the prior week.The 
global risk-off sentiment was due to the US banking industry’s problems which caused volatile trades across capital markets. Unicapital 
Securities said there was a “deepening negative sentiment in the banking sector because of Silicon Valley Bank’s collapse and Credit 
Suisse’s liquidity issue.” 
https://www.philstar.com/business/2023/03/20/2252874/market-seen-holding-support-6400  
 

ü Philippine Peso rallies against dollar: Remit now? The Philippine peso could spike further, after having already risen the most since 
January among Asian currencies. And is expected to continue to firm up on expectations of additional rate increases by the country's central 
bank. A higher peso would mean lower exchange rate for overseas Filipino workers (OFWs) who send money home in US dollars, or a 
currency pegged to the greenback. Now, the peso is widely expected to continue to be strong because the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 
(BSP) is keen on maintaining a healthy interest-rate differential (IRD) with the US to stabilise the currency and inflation. 
https://gulfnews.com/business/markets/philippines-peso-rallies-against-dollar-remit-now-1.1679309343896  
 

ü BSP tipped to raise key rate to 6.25%. The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) is expected to raise its policy rate by 25 basis points or 0.25 
percentage point to 6.25 percent on March 23 amid lingering concerns about the health of the global financial system. This will represent a 
slower tightening that, according to ING Bank, might pave the way for a likely pause of hikes in May. Before the latest policy meeting 
scheduled on Thursday, the Monetary Board (MB) went for hikes of 0.5 ppt on two previous occasions—February and December 2022. 
This, in turn, followed a 0.75-ppt hike in November last year. Since starting the tightening cycle last May, the BSP’s key rate has risen by 4 
ppt from a pandemic-prompted historic low of 2 percent. 
https://business.inquirer.net/392146/bsp-tipped-to-raise-key-rate-to-6-25  
 

ü Economy likely expanded by 7.1% in first quarter. The economy likely expanded by 7.1% in the first quarter, as consumption may have 
gotten a boost from higher remittances and personal income tax cuts, First Metro Investment Corp. (FMIC) and the University of Asia and 
the Pacific (UA&P) said. “We expect a solid 7.1% GDP (gross domestic product) growth in the first quarter, buoyed further by personal 
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income tax cuts and robust overseas Filipino workers (OFW) remittances…this should prove sufficient to boost business and consumer 
confidence moving forward,” FMIC and UA&P said in its Market Call on Monday. The government set its growth target at 6-7% this year, 
slower than the 7.6% expansion seen in 2022. 
https://www.bworldonline.com/top-stories/2023/03/21/511714/economy-likely-expanded-by-7-1-in-first-quarter/  

 
ü BSP to raise rates by 25 bps — poll. The Bangko ng Pilipinas (BSP) is expected to slow the pace of its rate increases to a quarter of a 

point on Thursday amid concerns over elevated inflation and fallout from recent bank failures in the United States. A BusinessWorld poll last 
week showed 12 out of 14 analysts expect the Monetary Board to hike rates by 25 basis points (bps) on March 23. On the other hand, one 
analyst sees the Monetary Board increasing the policy rate by 50 bps, while another economist expects the BSP to pause. 
https://www.bworldonline.com/top-stories/2023/03/20/511482/bsp-to-raise-rates-by-25-bps-poll/ 
 

ü PHL banks prepared to withstand ‘shocks’ – BSP. The Philippine banking sector is ready to withstand possible shocks arising from the 
recent failure of two midsized banks in the United States, the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) said on Monday. “The Philippine banking 
system is strong and prepared to withstand possible shocks posed by the collapse of some banks in the US. Philippine banks have an asset 
base that significantly differs from that of US banks,” the BSP said in a note for President Ferdinand R. Marcos, Jr. which was shared to the 
media. Global financial markets have been on edge after the collapse of Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) and Signature Bank in the United States. 
A crisis of confidence also hit Credit Suisse, which resulted in a state-led rescue by its Swiss rival UBS Group. 
https://www.bworldonline.com/top-stories/2023/03/21/511715/phl-banks-prepared-to-withstand-shocks-bsp/  
 

ü Banking sector safe, BSP chief assures palace. The Philippine banking sector remains strong and ready to withstand possible shocks 
posed by the collapse of global banks, the country’s central banker assured Malacañang yesterday. In a report on the stability of the 
Philippine banking system submitted to President Marcos, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) Governor Felipe Medalla said local banks 
have an asset base that significantly differs from that of US banks. Medalla pointed out that Philippine banks mostly hold loans that are less 
susceptible to changes in fair value, whereas the security holdings of the global banks were larger in relation to their capital. As of end-
January, data showed the total loan portfolio, net of allowance for credit losses, comprised the largest share of the banking system’s total 
assets at 53 percent or P11.92 trillion, followed by investments with a 29.2 percent share or P6.56 trillion, and cash and due from banks with 
12.2 percent share or P2.74 trillion. 
https://www.philstar.com/business/2023/03/21/2253133/banking-sector-safe-bsp-chief-assures-palace  
 

ü BSP profit hits record high of P83.8 billion. Gains from foreign exchange transactions boosted the earnings of the Bangko Sentral ng 
Pilipinas (BSP) to a record P83.82 billion last year, more than double the P34.72 billion profit recorded in 2021. Preliminary data showed 
the central bank booked a net gain of P83.86 billion from forex rate fluctuations last year, up from P59.99 billion recorded the previous year. 
The BSP books gains or losses from fluctuations in forex rates on matured, sold, paid and exchanged or settled forex assets and liabilities. 
Its participation in the forex market is limited to temper sharp fluctuations in the exchange rate. The peso has depreciated by as much as 
15.7 percent to an all-time low of 59 to $1 in October from the end-2021 level of 50.999.  
https://www.philstar.com/business/2023/03/21/2253112/bsp-profit-hits-record-high-p838-billion  
 

ü Diokno insists on BSP fund inclusion on Maharlika. The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) may consider a smaller 25-basis-point (bp) 
rate hike or even pause monetary policy tightening at its meeting on Thursday amid heightened global uncertainties, Finance Secretary 
Benjamin E. Diokno said on Monday. Mr. Diokno, a member of the Monetary Board (MB), said the recent global developments may prompt 
central banks all over the world to slow the pace of rate hikes. “There’s very little contagion on the Philippine side. Central banks are likely 
to ease on the hiking of interest rates, and so that’s the positive side of this,” he said at a forum organized by the Foreign Correspondents 
Association of the Philippines. 
https://www.bworldonline.com/top-stories/2023/03/21/511717/bsp-may-pause-tightening-diokno/  

 
ü Cebu Pacific expands fleet, route in Cebu. Low-cost carrier Cebu Pacific will exceed its pre-pandemic capacity and network in Cebu by 

29 percent in June, as it turns the region into its largest hub outside Manila. Cebu Pacific yesterday said it would start offering 28 domestic 
and international flights to and from Cebu by June, exceeding its operational capacity from the province by 29 percent. On the domestic 
end, Cebu Pacific will operate direct flights between Cebu and Naga beginning March 26, enabling travel between the two destinations 
without having to go through Manila. On the international side, Cebu Pacific will resume its Cebu to Hong Kong and vice versa flights on 
March 26 as well. The airline will also restore its direct flights from Cebu to Narita and to Taipei on May 1 and June 23, respectively. 
https://www.philstar.com/business/2023/03/21/2253117/cebu-pacific-expands-fleet-routes-cebu  
 

ü Metrobank earmarks P5 billion for capex. Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co. (Metrobank) is spending up to P5 billion for its capital 
expenditures this year. Of the total amount, about 70 percent will be used to boost the bank’s information technology (IT) system. “For the 
year 2023, the bank estimates to incur capital expenditures of about P3 billion to P5 billion, of which 70 percent is estimated to be incurred 
for IT,” Metrobank said in its latest preliminary information sheet. The bank’s capex reached P3.69 billion last year. Metrobank’s profit jumped 
by 47.9 percent to an all-time high of P32.77 billion last year from P22.15 billion in 2021, as the Philippine economy further reopened with 
the lifting of strict COVID-19 quarantine and lockdown protocols. 
https://www.philstar.com/business/2023/03/21/2253129/metrobank-earmarks-p5-billion-capex  
 

ü Rate hikes boost PNB earnings. Interest rate hikes, injected by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas to tame inflation, boosted Philippine 
National Bank’s earnings in 2022. In a disclosure sent to the Philippine Stock Exchange on Monday, PNB noted its net income rose 19% 
year-on-year to P11.6 billion in 2022. Net interest income inched up 7% on-year to P37.3 billion in the same period as it reaped the benefits 
of higher borrowing costs. The key rate currently stands at 6%, after the BSP increased its key policy rate by 400 basis points since May 
last year to combat consumer price growth. Rate hikes typically take 12 to 18 months before it seeps into the domestic economy. PNB also 
raked in gains from forex transactions, which ballooned 116% on-year to P1.6 billion in 2022. This haul tempered trading losses last year, 
which amounted to P1.3 billion as the bank suffered from higher interest rates set by central banks everywhere. 
https://www.philstar.com/business/2023/03/20/2253088/rate-hikes-boost-pnb-earnings  
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REST OF THE 
WORLD 

 
  

 
ü Japan’s Nikkei drops as Credit fails to calm market jitters Japan's Nikkei share average dropped on Monday, tracking Wall Street's 

slump, as worries about recession and a potential global banking sector crisis hurt demand for risk assets despite a weekend rescue deal 
for Swiss lender Credit Suisse. The Nikkei index lost 0.83% to 27,106.34 by the midday break. The broader Topix slipped 0.90% to 1,941.87. 
"I had thought the news about rescue for Credit Suisse would be positive for the market, but it fell deeper than I expected," said Shigetoshi 
Kamada, general manager at the research department at Tachibana Securities. "Global investors stay away from risk assets right now so 
the Japanese market declines in line with that trend." In a crisis that began with the collapse of U.S.-based Silicon Valley Bank last Friday, 
investors lost confidence in U.S. regional banks and Credit Suisse in Europe. 
https://www.zawya.com/en/world/china-and-asia-pacific/japans-nikkei-drops-as-credit-suisse-buyout-fails-to-calm-market-jitters-x6yssj5b  

 
ü European markets recover on a wild day for bank stocks. European markets ticked up Monday but bank stocks were mixed and volatile 

as investors assessed the significance of the near-collapse of Credit Suisse, one of the world’s most important financial institutions. Europe’s 
benchmark Stoxx Europe 600 index was up 1%, while Germany’s DAX (DAX) and France’s CAC 40 (CAC40) rose 1% and 1.4% respectively, 
recovering from losses earlier in the day. London’s bank-heavy FTSE 100 (UKX) was 0.8% higher. The Stoxx Europe 600 Banks index, 
which tracks 42 big EU and UK banks, was 0.9% up. On Sunday, UBS (UBS) agreed to take over rival Credit Suisse (CS) in an emergency 
rescue deal. That was followed a few hours later by a coordinated move by major central banks to boost the flow of US dollars through 
financial markets. “So far it looks as though those efforts have not been in vain, along with those of a selection of major central banks to 
ensure access to dollar funding continues,” said Craig Erlam, senior UK and European market analyst at OANDA. 
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/03/19/investing/global-markets-ubs-credit-suisse-deal-intl-hnk/index.html  
 

ü Stocks rise on Wall Street after bank deal, regulator moves. Stocks rose on Wall Street Monday after regulators pushed together two 
huge banks over the weekend and made other moves to build confidence in the struggling industry. The S&P 500 climbed 34.93 points, or 
0.9%, to 3,951.57. The Dow Jones Industrial Average gained 382.60, or 1.2%, to 32,244.58, and the Nasdaq composite added 45.02, or 
0.4%, to 11,675.54. Much attention has been on banks because they may be cracking under the pressure of much higher interest rates. 
Swiss banking giant UBS said Sunday it would buy its troubled rival Credit Suisse for almost $3.25 billion in a deal quickly put together by 
regulators. Credit Suisse has been battling a unique set of problems for years, but they came to a head last week as its stock price tumbled 
to a record low. 
https://apnews.com/article/stocks-shares-markets-economy-suisse-ubs-036b8fe51eb1f275f1e743a49115b493  
 

ü Oil rebounds after Brent prices slipped under $72 per barrel amid banking turmoil. Oil prices rebounded and rose over 1% on Monday 
after diving to their lowest levels in 15 months amid turmoil in the banking sector. The Brent contract with May delivery last rose 73 cents, 
or 1%%, to $73.70 a barrel, after earlier hitting $71.64 per barrel at 11:00 London time. The front-month April WTI Nymex gained 73 cents, 
or 1.09%, to $67.47 a barrel. Oil prices have come under pressure from a crisis in the Western banking sector, which has seen the downfall 
of tech startup-focused Silicon Valley Bank and the takeover of embattled Credit Suisse by Swiss rival UBS in the span of two weeks. Two 
sources within the influential OPEC+ alliance signaled to CNBC at the end of last week that banking uncertainty was feeding into fears of 
another financial collapse to the tune of the 2008 crisis. 
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/20/brent-oil-prices-slip-under-72-per-barrel-amid-banking-turmoil.html  
 

ü South Asian economies in ‘crises’, stuck between IMF and opportunist China. Sri Lanka, Pakistan, and Bangladesh are three South 
Asian economies in the middle of an economic crisis. While the conditions in Sri Lanka and Pakistan are alarming, Bangladesh has also 
approached the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as a precautionary move to depleting forex reserves, fall in production and exports, etc. 
One more common thing about the three economies is that as part of China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and are heavily indebted to the 
Asian giant. Following its expansionist policy, China is disbursing big-ticket loans to these economies on relatively easier terms. Financial 
incentives and corruption are also pushing these crisis-hit nations to take the easy route towards China. According to research by Observer 
Research Foundation (ORF), China was the largest creditor in the world lending over $1.5 trillion by 2021. 
https://www.livemint.com/news/world/south-asian-economies-in-crises-stuck-between-imf-and-opportunist-china-11679135524355.html  
 

ü Fed Meets as Bank Chaos Collides with Inflation. The Federal Reserve entered 2023 focused on a central goal: wrestling down the rapid 
inflation that has plagued American consumers since 2021. But over the past two weeks, that job has become a lot more complicated. Many 
economists expect central bankers to raise interest rates a quarter-point, to just above 4.75 percent, on Wednesday, continuing their fight 
against rapid price increases. A range of investors and analysts had expected the Fed to make an even bigger rate move until a series of 
high-profile bank closures and government rescues raised concerns about both the economic outlook and financial stability. On Sunday, the 
Fed pumped up its program that keeps dollar financing flowing around the world, its second move in a week to shore up the financial system. 
The previous Sunday, it unveiled an emergency lending program meant to serve as a relief valve for banks that need to raise cash. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/20/business/economy/fed-inflation-bank-collapses.html  
 

ü Two major banks in Europe look to regulators for reassurance. At least two major banks in Europe are examining scenarios of contagion 
in the region's banking sector and are looking to the Federal Reserve and the ECB for stronger signals of support, two senior executives 
close to the discussions told Reuters. The fallout from the crisis of confidence in Credit Suisse Group AG (CSGN.S) and the failure of two 
U.S. banks could ripple through the financial system next week, the two executives separately told Reuters on Sunday. The two banks have 
held their own internal deliberations on how soon the European Central Bank should weigh in to highlight banks' resilience, specifically their 
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capital and liquidity positions, the people said. A focus of these internal discussions is whether such statements might create even more 
alarm if they are made too soon, the people said. The executives said their banks and the sector are well capitalised and their liquidity is 
strong, but they fear the crisis of confidence will sweep up more lenders. 
https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/two-major-banks-europe-worry-about-contagion-look-regulators-reassurance-sources-2023-03-
19/  

 
ü Amazon to cut 9,000 jobs in second round of layoffs. Amazon.com Inc. said on Monday it would cut 9,000 jobs in its cloud services, 

advertising, and Twitch units, the latest Big Tech company to announce a second round of layoffs in the face of a possible recession. CEO 
Andy Jassy said the company had added a substantial amount of staff in the past few years, but the uncertain economy has forced it to 
choose cost and headcount cuts. Last week, Facebook-parent Meta Platforms said it would cut 10,000 jobs this year, following the first mass 
layoff in the fall, which eliminated more than 11,000 jobs. 
https://business.inquirer.net/392195/amazon-to-cut-9000-jobs-in-second-round-of-layoffs  
 

ü Bitcoin climbs to 9=month high as bank turmoil sparks rally. Bitcoin climbed to a nine-month high on Monday as turmoil in the banking 
sector drives some investors to turn to digital assets, as the cryptocurrency built on its best week in four years. The biggest cryptocurrency 
rose as far as $28,567, its highest since mid-June, and was last up 0.9 percent, amid growing expectations that central banks would slow 
the pace of interest rate hikes. Bitcoin rose 26 percent last week, its best weekly gain since April 2019, and has soared some 40 percent in 
10 days as turmoil in the banking sector rippled around the globe – culminating, so far, in UBS Group’s takeover of rival Credit Suisse Group 
AG over the weekend. Traditional assets such as banking stocks and bonds plummeted on Monday after UBS sealed its state-backed 
takeover of Credit Suisse, a deal orchestrated in an attempt to restore confidence in a battered sector. 
https://business.inquirer.net/392142/bitcoin-climbs-to-9-month-high-as-bank-turmoil-sparks-rally  
 

 

 

MARCH 2023  
Malasakit in the Workplace: Work Attitude and Values 
Enhancement (WAVE) 

March 22, 2023 

The Very Basics of Treasury in Banking March 24, 2023 
The Leader as a Coach: The Fundamentals of Coaching March 27-28, 2023 
Related Party Transactions March 28, 2023 
Signature Verification & Forgery Detection March 29-30, 2023 
Fraud & Forgery Detection & Prevention March 29-30, 2023 
Intermediate Excel Training March 30-31, 2023 
  
APRIL 2023  
IT Auditing in Banks April 1, 2023 
Fundamentals of Business Continuity Management April 1, 2023 
BSP Guidelines on the Impementation of the Environment and 
Social Risk Management (ESRM) System 

April 12, 2023 

Basic Excel Training  April 13-14, 2023 
Market Risk Management April 14, 2023 
Know Your Money and Counterfeit Detection April 14, 2023 
Information Systems Audit for Beginners  April 15 and 22, 2023 
Basic Leadership and Effective Supervision Seminar (BLESS) April 17-18, 2023 
3rd Party Risk Managment April 18, 2023 
Legal Liabilities and Proceedings Affecting Banks and Their 
Directors and Officers (From a Regulator’s Perspective) Part 1 

April 18-19, 2023 

Liquidity Risk Management April 21, 2023 
International Trade Finance (Intermediate) April 25, 2023 
Info Security – How to Synchronize Risks to Data April 26, 2023 
Advanced AML/CTF/CPF (AML Testing, AML Investigation & 
STR, IRA Implementation) 

April 27, 2023 

Crash Course on Financial Instruments April 28, 2023 
Establishing, Maintaining, and Auditing the Internal Controls in 
Banks 

March 25, 2023 

ECL Principles, Risks, Controls, and Validation To be announced 
  
MAY 2023  
BSP Cir. No. 1122: Open Finance Framework To be announced 
The Branch Banking Business Objectives, Risks and Controls, 
and the Related Audit Strategy 

To be announced 

The Financial Consumer Protection Act of 2022 and its 
Implementing Rules and Regulations 

May 8, 2023 

Basic Leadership & Effective Supervision Seminar (BLESS) May 10 -11, 2023 
Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) May 16, 2023 
Advanced Excel Training May 18-19, 2023 
Leadership Effectiveness & Advancement Program (LEAP) May 24-25, 2023 
International Trade Finance (Advanced) May 25-26, 2023 
Intermediate Excel Training May 25-26, 2023 
Signature Verification and Forgery Detection May 29-30, 2023 
Fraud and Forgery Detection and Prevention  May 29-30, 2023 
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Mau 30-31, 2023 
Information Security in Banking Operations May 31 – June 1, 2023 
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JUNE 2023  
Advanced Excel Training June 1-2, 2023 
Legal Liabilities and Proceedings Affecting Banks and Their 
Directors and Officers (From a Regulator’s Perspective) Part 2 

June 6-7, 2023  

Outsourcing Management June 15, 2023 
Business Continuity – Corrective Versus Preventive Plans June 21, 2023 
Accounting for Non-Accountants June 26-27, 2023 
Signature Verification and Forgery Detection June 28, 2023 
Fraud and Forgery Detection and Prevention June 30, 2023 
Compliance with Operational Risk Management Guidelines To be announced 
 

For details, please contact BAIPHIL via email: training@baiphil.org 
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